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Abstract
Continuous sentence embeddings using recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
where variable-length sentences are encoded into fixed-dimensional vec-
tors, are often the main building blocks of architectures applied to lan-
guage tasks such as dialogue generation. While it is known that those
embeddings are able to learn some structures of language (e.g. grammar)
in a purely data-driven manner, there is very little work on the objective
evaluation of their ability to cover the whole language space and to gener-
alize to sentences outside the language bias of the training data. Using a
manually designed context-free grammar (CFG) to generate a large-scale
dataset of sentences related to the content of realistic 3D indoor scenes,
we evaluate the language coverage and generalization abilities of the most
common continuous sentence embeddings based on RNNs. We also pro-
pose a new embedding method based on arithmetic coding, AriEL, that
is not data-driven and that efficiently encodes in continuous space any
sentence from the CFG. We find that RNN-based embeddings underfit
the training data and cover only a small subset of the language defined
by the CFG. They also fail to learn the underlying CFG and generalize to
unbiased sentences from that same CFG. We found that AriEL provides
an insightful baseline.
1 Introduction
Several simulated 3D environments have emerged in the past two years as play-
grounds for learning agents to solve language-based navigation [1, 2, 3, 4] or
general reasoning and manipulation tasks [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] that
require the agent to ground language related to the scenes. Some of these envi-
ronments [8, 10, 11] aim at capturing the complexity of real-world indoor scenes.
∗These authors contributed equally.
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It is thus challenging for an agent to learn and efficiently represent all set of
possible sentences related to the scene in a compact embedded space. Recently,
continuous sentence embeddings were successful in large-scale language tasks
such as machine translation [14] and goal-driven dialogues [15, 16]. They were
also used for generative modeling of sentences [17] using sequence-to-sequence
autoencoding (AE) [14] and variational (VAE) [18] approaches. [19] augmented
the variational approach with a context-free grammar (CFG) and was applied
for the generation of arithmetic expressions . All these methods were shown to
often produce grammatically-correct sentences, but language coverage was not
evaluated. It is not clear to which degree these embeddings are underfitting
the data and represent only a fraction of the possible language space. While
the diversity of the output generated by VAE approaches can be measured by
means of the entropy of the output and by the variety of unigrams and bigrams
generated [20], this method doesn’t scale well to the analysis of whole sentences.
Most of the related work [14, 15] is purely data-driven and have no access to
the underlying grammar that generated the sentences. They are not able to
quantify the ability of the agent to learn a given grammar, reconstruct and gen-
erate the full diversity of possible sentences. Our study is focused on the use of
language embeddings based on recurrent neural networks and the evaluation of
the language coverage and generalization ability they can provide. We therefore
propose:
1. to measure the language coverage of several continuous sentence embedding
approaches when trained from a large set of sentences generated by a known
context-free grammar (CFG). An embedding that truly learned the under-
lying CFG should be able to reconstruct and generate any sentence that can
be produced with that CFG.
2. to measure the generalization property of the continuous sentence embed-
dings when training on a biased dataset (reflecting real-life statistics on
scenes in the SUNCG dataset [21]), but testing on a larger unbiased dataset
from the same CFG (where objects have randomized attributes). A latent
space that truly learned the CFG should perform equally well on both, biased
and unbiased.
3. a continuous sentence embedding algorithm based on a multidimensional
adaptation of arithmetic coding called AriEL. This method requires a CFG
for encoding and decoding, and does not need learning. It provides an alter-
native and a reference that is not based on the neural network framework.
2 Optimal coding of context-free grammar in
continuous spaces
Arithmetic coding [22, 23, 24] is one of the most commonly used algorithms in
data compression to compact a sequence of symbols into a single real number
of arbitrary precision (i.e. floating point value). Part of the family of entropy
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coding, it encodes frequently seen symbols with fewer bits than rare symbols.
This makes the representation Shannon information optimal [25]. We propose
a continuous embedding algorithm based on a multidimensional adaptation of
arithmetic coding, where sentences are encoded inNd-dimensional space over the
unit hypercube [0, 1]Nd . This is illustrated in Figure 1 for a 2D representation
of a toy grammar (see Appendix C). The CFG is used to guide the partitioning
of the unit hypercube based on which words are valid next, at any point in the
sentence. The set of all possible sentences given by the CFG is thus encoded in
a form very similar to a K-D tree, but where the partitioning can also depend on
the probability of each word given its context. We name this method Arithmetic
Embedding for Language (AriEL).
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Figure 1: Continuous sentence embedding using arith-
metic coding. In this example, the generating CFG is
S -> A | B | A A | A B | A C | B B | A B C | B B C . Standard
arithmetic coding (on the left) encodes any sequence of this CFG over a single
dimension in the interval [0, 1]. The proposed multidimensional extension (on
the right) allows to encode the CFG over higher dimensional spaces (here in
2D). For instance, the sequence ”A B C” could be encoded with AriEL as the
vector [0.625, 0.125]. The simpler sentence ”B” could be AriEL encoded as
[0.25, 0.75], requiring less numerical precision. Long sentences cover smaller
volumes of the partitioned space.
3 Methodology
3.1 Context and experimental conditions
We consider the family of approaches that maps variable length discrete spaces
to fixed length continuous spaces, such as sequence to sequence autoencoders
[14] and their variational version [17]. We stack two RNN layers with GRU units
[26] both, at the encoder and at the decoder to increase the representational ca-
pabilities [27]. The last encoder layer has either Nd = 16 units or Nd = 512
for all methods. The output of the last encoder has a tanh activation, to con-
straint the volume of the latent space and ease its sampling during evaluation.
The output of the decoder is a softmax distribution over the entire vocabulary.
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Figure 2: Continuous sentence embedding using recurrent neural networks
(RNNs), known as a sequence to sequence autoencoder [14]. The input sentence
(e.g. ”is it movable ?”) is fed to the RNN-based encoder, which sequentially
accumulates information about individual words in its internal state. In the end
of the sentence, this internal state represents a vector in the non-linear manifold
where the complete sentence is embedded. A similar RNN-based decoder con-
verts back the embedded vector into a sentence. In this framework, language
coverage can be evaluated from two perspectives: (1) by encoding sentences
from a dataset and looking at the reconstructions, or (2) by randomly sampling
the non-linear manifold and looking at the generated sentences.
During testing, the output of the RNN is fed back to the unit. We used greedy
decoding for all methods, but also allowed to use a language model (LM) based
on the CFG during decoding. The language model was implemented by masking
invalid words at each step during decoding (i.e. weighting the softmax distri-
bution), from the set of next possible words that can be computed with the
CFG, producing only grammatically correct sentences. The procedure is par-
allel to the one proposed in the Grammar VAE [19] to generate valid chemical
structures.
3.2 Dataset: grammar and vocabulary
To create sentences that are biased to the scenes (specific to the environment of
the agent), we used the SUNCG large-scale dataset of 3D indoor scenes [21]. It
provides 45k scenes and over 2500 objects with distinct properties (e.g. color,
shape, texture). Questions about objects in the scenes are generated with a
context-free grammar (CFG) (see Appendix A). The vocabulary consists of 840
words. 1M unique biased sentences have been generated with the CFG. Of those,
10k sentences were exclusively used as the test set. Another set of 10k unbiased
sentences (not specific to the agent’s environment) was also created with the
same CFG to be used as another test set. These sentences are not constrained
by the SUNCG scenes. While these unbiased sentences are still grammatically
correct (e.g. ”Is it the wooden toilet in the kitchen ?”), they do not correspond
to realistic situations.
3.3 Objective evaluations
Language coverage evaluation using generation (sampling) method
It is evaluated by sampling the latent space of each embedding and retrieving
the resulting sentences after the decoder. We sampled 10k sentences and ap-
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plied those four measures: i) Grammar coverage as the ratio of grammar rules
(e.g. single adjective, multiple adjectives) that could be parsed in the sampled
sentences; ii) Vocabulary coverage as the ratio of words in the vocabulary that
appeared in the sampled sentences; iii) Uniqueness as a ratio of unique sampled
sentences; and iv) Validity as a ratio of valid sampled sentences, meaning unique
and grammatically correct.
Language coverage evaluation using reconstruction method It is eval-
uated by encoding the 10k biased sentences from the test set and looking at the
reconstructions with the following objective criteria: i) Reconstruction accuracy
as a ratio of correctly reconstructed sentences (i.e. all words must match); ii)
Grammar accuracy as a ratio of grammatically correct reconstructed sentences
(i.e. can be parsed by the CFG); and iii) Semantic accuracy as a ratio of se-
mantically correct reconstructed sentences. For instance, the sentences ”is it
blue and red ?” and ”is it red and blue ?” are considered semantically identical.
Evaluation of generalization It was evaluated using the 10k unbiased sen-
tences while the embeddings were trained on the biased training set. The recon-
struction accuracy of the unbiased test set is computed and compared with the
same metric on the biased test set. It allows us to measure how well the latent
space can generalize to grammatically correct (but albeit unusual) sentences
outside the language bias.
4 Discussion and results
Language coverage was evaluated for all embeddings using both generation
(sampling) and reconstruction methods. The results are shown in Table 1. AE
with LM and a latent dimension of 16, generates more valid sentences (unique
and grammatical), 65%, against the 39.7% achieved by AriEL, which might
be of interest for interactive agents. An AE without LM is able to produce
many unique sentences, but mostly grammatical. Remarkably AE with LM was
able to produce sentences that cover all the grammar rules. Both AE methods
collapse in all but one measure, as we move from 16 to 512 units, suggesting
overfitting. VAE seems to improve with the latent size, but its overall perfor-
mance remains very low. Both VAE methods have overlapping behaviors and
LM gives no significant advantage.
Language coverage with the reconstruction method shows in Table 1 that
AriEL is able to reconstruct any grammatically correct sentence. Interestingly
having a language model at the output of the neural networks does not provide
an advantage. The reconstruction seems to be always almost grammatically
perfect, even if it does not coincide with the initial sentence. It is important to
stress that VAE often learns to generate only one or few grammatically correct
sentences independently of where the sampling is done in the latent space. VAE
underperforms or matches AE based models.
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Generation Reconstruction Generalization
model
grammar
coverage
vocabulary
coverage validity uniqueness
semantic
accuracy
grammar
accuracy
reconstruction
accuracy
biased
reconstruction
accuracy
unbiased
Nd = 16


AriEL 100.0% 57.0% 39.7% 39.7% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AE 71.4% 31.4% 16.8% 91.5% 56.5% 97.7% 46.1% 3.5%
AE-LM 100.0% 33.8% 65.0% 65.0% 56.6% 100.0% 46.1% 3.5%
VAE 28.6% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
VAE-LM 28.6% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Nd = 512


AriEL 100.0% 53.1% 39.8% 39.8% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
AE 71.4% 39.5% 4.4% 75.3% 34.1% 98.6% 27.5% 3.5%
AE-LM 85.7% 32.3% 29.0% 29.0% 34.1% 100.0% 27.5% 3.5%
VAE 42.9% 2.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
VAE-LM 42.9% 2.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Table 1: Evaluation of continuous sentence embeddings. Complete re-
sults for the different methods and the different proposed measures, for varying
dimensionality Nd of the latent space.
The generalization abilities of the embeddings are shown on the last column
of Table 1. The large vocabulary, complex grammar, and the limits imposed
in the latent space (small Nd and tanh), made it impossible for AE and VAE
to achieve good accuracy. Removing some of these constraints gives better
performance, primarily by removing the tanh that was envisioned to allow for
sampling from the latent space. AE achieves 46.1% over biased and 3.5% with
unbiased, both quite poor. VAE was incapable of learning the task at all. LM
did not provide any benefit. The results for a 512 dimensional latent space are
analogous or worse. AriEL achieves as expected perfect reconstruction.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we used a manually designed context-free grammar (CFG) to gen-
erate our own large-scale dataset of sentences related to the content of realistic
3D indoor scenes. We found that RNNs-based continuous sentence embeddings
largely underfit the training data and only cover a small subset of the possible
language space. They also fail to learn the underlying CFG and generalize to
unbiased sentences from that same CFG. We proposed a new continuous sen-
tence embedding method based on a multidimensional extension of arithmetic
coding, AriEL. One current shortcoming of AriEL is generating a large diversity
of unique sentences through stochastic sampling in the latent space. We con-
ducted preliminary experiments (results not shown) that suggest AriEL might
still provide a convenient embedded space to be used as a continuous action
space for reinforcement learning dialogue tasks. The relation between coding of
a CFG with AriEL and how RNN-based embeddings cover the large diversity
of language will be studied in more depth.
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Appendices
A Context-free grammar (CFG) used in the ex-
periments
s → q
q → qword a d j e c t i v e ’ , ’ a d j e c t i v e ’ and ’ a d j e c t i v e ’? ’
q → qword a d j e c t i v e ’ and ’ a d j e c t i v e ’? ’
q → qword a d j e c t i v e ’? ’
q → qword ’made ’ ’ of ’ noun mate r ia l ’? ’
q → qword p r e po s i t i o n np ’? ’
q → qword np ’? ’
q → ’ can ’ ’ i t ’ ’make ’ ’ a ’ ’ sound ’ ’? ’
q → ’ can ’ ’ i t ’ ’ p lay ’ ’ music ’ ’? ’
q → ’ can ’ ’ i t ’ ’ speak ’ ’? ’
np → de te rmine r a d j e c t i v e a d j e c t i v e a d j e c t i v e noun
np → de te rmine r a d j e c t i v e ’ , ’ a d j e c t i v e ’ and ’ a d j e c t i v e noun
np → de te rmine r a d j e c t i v e ’ and ’ a d j e c t i v e noun ’made ’ ’ of ’ noun mate r ia l
np → de te rmine r a d j e c t i v e a d j e c t i v e noun
np → de te rmine r a d j e c t i v e ’ and ’ a d j e c t i v e noun
np → de te rmine r a d j e c t i v e noun ’made ’ ’ of ’ noun mate r ia l
np → de te rmine r noun ’made ’ ’ of ’ noun mate r ia l
np → de te rmine r a d j e c t i v e noun
np → de te rmine r noun
qword → ’ i s ’ ’ i t ’ | ’ i s ’ ’ the ’ ’ o b j e c t ’ | ’ i s ’ ’ the ’ ’ t h ing ’
noun → noun ob j e c t | noun mate r ia l | noun roomtype
p r e p o s i t i o n → p r e p o s i t i o n s p a t i a l | p r e p o s i t i o n s p a t i a l r e l | p r e p o s i t i o n ma t e r i a l
a d j e c t i v e → a d j e c t i v e c o l o r | a d j e c t i v e a f f o r d a n c e | a d j e c t i v e o v e r a l l s i z e |
a d j e c t i v e r e l a t i v e s i z e | a d j e c t i v e r e l a t i v e p e r d i m e n s i o n s i z e |
a d j e c t i v e mas s | a d j e c t i v e s t a t e | a d j e c t i v e o t h e r
noun ob j e c t → ’ accordion ’ | ’ acous t i c ’ ’ gramophone ’ | ’ bar ’ | ’ b a r r i e r ’ |
’ b a sk e t ’ | ’ outdoor ’ ’ lamp ’ | ’ outdoor ’ ’ s ea t ing ’ | . . .
noun mate r ia l → ’ b r i c k s ’ | ’ carpe t ’ | ’ de cora t ion ’ ’ s tone ’ | ’ f ac ing ’ ’ s tone ’ |
’ g rass ’ | ’ ground ’ | ’ laminate ’ | ’ l e a t h e r ’ | ’wood ’ | . . .
noun roomtype → ’ ae ra t ion ’ | ’ ba lcony ’ | ’ bathroom ’ | ’ bedroom ’ | ’ b o i l e r ’ ’ room ’ |
’ garage ’ | ’ guest ’ ’ room ’ | ’ h a l l ’ | ’ ha l lway ’ | ’ k i t chen ’ | . . .
de t e rmine r → ’ a ’ | ’ an ’ | ’ t ha t ’ | ’ the ’ | ’ t h i s ’
p r e p o s i t i o n s p a t i a l → ’ behind ’ | ’ in ’ ’ f ront ’ | ’ near ’ |
’ on ’ ’ the ’ ’ l e f t ’ | ’ on ’ ’ the ’ ’ r i g h t ’
p r e p o s i t i o n s p a t i a l r e l → ’ behind ’ ’ of ’ | ’ in ’ | ’ in ’ ’ f ront ’ ’ of ’ |
’ near ’ | ’ on ’ ’ the ’ ’ l e f t ’ ’ of ’ | ’ on ’ ’ the ’ ’ r i g h t ’ ’ of ’
p r e p o s i t i o n ma t e r i a l → ’made ’ ’ of ’
a d j e c t i v e c o l o r → ’ ant ique ’ ’ white ’ | ’ magenta ’ | ’maroon ’ |
’ s l a t e ’ ’ gray ’ | ’ white ’ | ’ ye l l ow ’ | . . .
a d j e c t i v e a f f o r d a n c e → ’ ac t a b l e ’ | ’ addab le ’ | ’ a dd r e s s a b l e ’ | ’ d e l i v e r a b l e ’ |
’ d e s t r o y a b l e ’ | ’ d i v i d a b l e ’ | ’ movable ’ | . . .
a d j e c t i v e s i z e → a d j e c t i v e o v e r a l l s i z e | a d j e c t i v e r e l a t i v e s i z e |
a d j e c t i v e r e l a t i v e p e r d i m e n s i o n s i z e
a d j e c t i v e o v e r a l l s i z e → ’ average−s i z ed ’ | ’ huge ’ | ’ l a rg e ’ | ’ smal l ’ | ’ t iny ’
a d j e c t i v e r e l a t i v e s i z e → ’ average−s i z ed ’ | ’ huge ’ | ’ l a rg e ’ | ’ smal l ’ | ’ t iny ’
a d j e c t i v e r e l a t i v e p e r d im e n s i o n s i z e →
’ deep ’ | ’ narrow ’ | ’ sha l l ow ’ |
’ shor t ’ | ’ t a l l ’ | ’ wide ’
a d j e c t i v e mas s → ’ heavy ’ | ’ l i g h t ’ | ’ moderate ly ’ ’ heavy ’ | ’ moderate ly ’ ’ l i g h t ’ |
’ s l i g h t l y ’ ’ heavy ’ | ’ very ’ ’ heavy ’ | ’ very ’ ’ l i g h t ’
a d j e c t i v e s t a t e → ’ c l o sed ’ | ’ opened ’
a d j e c t i v e o t h e r → ’ t e x tu red ’ | ’ t ransparent ’
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Annotation Nb. of classes Example of classes
SUNCG category 86 air conditioner, mirror, window, door, piano
WordNet category 580 instrument, living thing, furniture, decoration
Location 24 kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, office, hallway, garage
Color 139 red, royal blue, dark gray, sea shell
Color property 2 transparent, textured
Material 15 wood, textile, leather, carpet, decoration stone
Overall mass 7 light, moderately light, heavy, very heavy
Overall size 4 tiny, small, large, huge
Category-relative size 10 tiny, small, large, huge, short, shallow, narrow, wide
State 2 opened, closed
Acoustical capability 3 sound, speech, music
Affordance 100 attach, bend, divide, play, shake, stretch, wear
Table 2: Description of all annotations that can be automatically derived from
the SUNCG dataset [21] and other sources (e.g. WordNet [28]). The category
annotations derived from SUNCG and WordNet describe the type of the ob-
jects. From the 3D models in SUNCG, multiple colors and materials (based on
textures) can be associated with the objects. The overall mass and size classes
are computed according to all objects (i.e. a table is heavier and bigger than a
book). The category-specific sizes are computed relative to objects in the same
category (i.e. a specific table may be smaller and wider than another table
model). The annotations also includes information about the state of the ob-
jects (e.g. is a door closed or opened), and the acoustical capability (e.g. can it
produce sound, or music). An extensive list of affordances (e.g. can the object
be moved or cleaned) is also provided.
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A.1 Size of the language space
From the CFG used in the experiment, it is possible to extract a total of 15,396
distinct grammar rules. as shown below. In the case of the unbiased dataset,
those rules can produce a total of 9.81e+18 unique sentences. While it is imprac-
tical to compute, the total number of unique sentences for the biased dataset is
expected to be an order of magnitude smaller.
[ qword , prep mate r ia l , de terminer , a d j s t a t e , ’ and ’ , a d j o t he r , noun roomtype , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , p r e p s p a t i a l , de terminer , ad j o t h e r , a d j s t a t e , a d j s t a t e , noun ob je c t , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j o th e r , ’ , ’ , adj mass , ’ and ’ , a d j a f f o r danc e , noun roomtype , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j r e l a t i v e p e r d im e n s i o n s i z e , a d j o v e r a l l s i z e , noun ob je c t , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j o v e r a l l s i z e , ’ , ’ , a d j s t a t e , ’ and ’ , a d j s t a t e , noun mater ia l , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , p r e p s p a t i a l , de terminer , ad j o t h e r , adj mass , a d j a f f o r danc e , noun mater ia l , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , a d j s t a t e , ’ and ’ , a d j r e l a t i v e s i z e , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , prep mate r ia l , de terminer , adj mass , a d j o t h e r , a d j o t h e r , noun mater ia l , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , p r e p s p a t i a l , de terminer , a d j s t a t e , a d j o t h e r , a d j c o l o r , noun ob je c t , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j r e l a t i v e s i z e , ’ and ’ , a d j o v e r a l l s i z e , noun mater ia l , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j s t a t e , a d j o v e r a l l s i z e , ad j o t h e r , noun roomtype , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j o th e r , a d j s t a t e , adj mass , noun mater ia l , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j o v e r a l l s i z e , ’ and ’ , a d j o t h e r , noun mater ia l , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j c o l o r , a d j o t h e r , noun ob je c t , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , p r e p s p a t i a l r e l , de terminer , adj mass , a d j c o l o r , noun roomtype , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j s t a t e , ’ and ’ , a d j r e l a t i v e s i z e , noun ob je c t , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j c o l o r , a d j c o l o r , a d j r e l a t i v e s i z e , noun mater ia l , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j a f f o r dan ce , noun ob je c t , ’ ? ’ ]
[ qword , de terminer , a d j o th e r , a d j o t h e r , a d j s t a t e , noun roomtype , ’ ? ’ ]
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B Example of sentences generated from the CFG
B.1 Biased dataset
i s i t the t r an spa r en t door ?
i s i t a sma l l toy ?
i s i t r e a chab l e and t r a n s f e r a b l e ?
i s i t c u l t i v a t a b l e , s ha l l ow and s u b s t i t u t a b l e ?
i s i t sma l l and g r a s p a b l e ?
i s i t gray and heavy ?
i s i t the a l i c e b l u e and b e i g e c h and e l i e r ?
i s i t t h i s powder b l u e l i g h t cyan t a l l r e f r i g e r a t o r ?
i s i t t e x t u r e d , average−s i z e d and sadd l e brown ?
i s i t l i g h t gray and deep ?
i s i t a g r a s p a b l e l a r g e d i n i n g t a b l e ?
i s i t a s ho r t , misty rose and f l o r a l wh i te k i t c h en c a b i n e t ?
i s i t movable , sma l l and s i l v e r ?
i s i t t h a t t e x t u r e d ind i an red p i c t u r e frame ?
B.2 Unbiased dataset
i s the o b j e c t t h i s s h e l f made o f g ra s s ?
i s the t h i n g in f r o n t o f t h a t s u r v e i l l a n c e camera ?
i s i t a y e l l ow range hood ?
i s the o b j e c t a t o i l e t ?
i s i t in f r o n t o f the peru armchair ?
i s the o b j e c t near a pa l e go l den rod measurab le w i r e l e s s t e l e phone ?
i s i t the sea green and pa l e go l den rod a i r c on d i t i o n i n g made o f wa l l p ape r ?
i s i t e x t e n d a b l e , s h r i n k a b l e and l a r g e ?
i s i t on the r i g h t a salmon ca rpe t i n g made o f b r i c k s ?
i s i t a p h y s i c a l body made o f s tone ?
C Continuous sentence embedding using arith-
metic coding
The multidimensional extension of arithmetic coding is as follows: if the arith-
metic coder is allowed to successively split into intervals an embedded space
of Nd dimensions, then it simply rotates among the dimensions as symbols are
processed in the sequence. This means the first symbol in the sequence will
lead to interval splits over first dimension, the second symbol over the second
dimension, and so forth. If the length of the sequence Ns is larger than Nd, then
the dimension n used at each iteration i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ns} will be ni = i mod Nd.
If Ns is much smaller than Nd, then some dimensions will never be used. To
avoid this, one can multiply the output vector by a random orthonormal matrix
to cover all dimensions. The decoder only needs to apply the inverse transform
before the actual decoding.
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Figure 3: Continuous sentence embedding using arithmetic cod-
ing. In this example where Nd = 2, the encoded CFG is
S -> A | B | A A | A B | A C | B B | A B C | B B C .
D Continuous sentence embedding using recur-
rent neural networks (RNNs)
We performed the experiments with GRU [26] units for all methods as they have
fewer parameters to learn than the LSTM. Furthermore, we did not get different
results with LSTM [29] and IndRNN [30] units during preliminary evaluations.
For all RNN-based embeddings, we used the Adam [31] optimizer with a
learning rate of 1e-3 and gradient clipping at 0.5 magnitude. During training,
the learning was reduced by a factor of 0.2 if the loss function didn’t decrease
in the last 5 epochs, but with a minimum learning rate of 1e-5. Kernel weights
used the Xavier uniform initialization [32], while recurrent weights used random
orthogonal matrix initialization [33]. All biases were initialized to zero.
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